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MPROVEMENT IN HORSE-PowERS. 
Špecification forming part of Letters Patent No. 35,567, dated June 10, 1862, 

|| ... To enable others skilled in the art to make 
* Beit known that I, STUART PERRY, of New- and use my invention, I will proceed to de 
port, in the county, of Herkimer and State of || scribe the same with reference to the draw - 
New York, have invented certain new and use- || ings. , , M . . . . 
ful-Improvements in Traction Center-Geared | * A represents a traction-wheel, to which one . 
Horse Powers; and I do hereby declare the || end of the shaft B is affixed so as to turn with 
following to be a full, clear, and exact descrip- || the wheel. - The opposite end of said shaft has 
tion of the construction and operation of the | a journal, a, Fig. 3, upon it, which turns in a 
same, reference being had to the accompany- i rocking journal-box, b, Fig. 2, supported upon 
ing drawings, making a part of this specifica- | arms C3 C, united to an upright or column, D, 
tion, in which- : . . . || that is firmly affixed to the ground or base of 

Figure 1 represents aperspective view of my | the machine, to hold the gearing steady. To 
horse-power machine. Figs. 2 and 3 repre- | Or center end of the shaft B there - - 
sent detached portions thereof, to better illus- ) is fastened a hollow or cup-shaped gear-wheel, 
trate details not distinctly seen in Fig. 1. || E, that will slide and work over the rocking 
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 represent a modification of | journal - box b, so as to bring said box at or 
my general plan of construction, but showing | near the center of said wheel E, for a purpose 
a different mode of applying the same, : || that will behereinafter mentioned. * The wheel 
* Similar letters of reference, where they oc | E may have a sleeve, boss, or hub, c, uponit, 
cur in the several figures, denote like parts of projecting from the solid end of the wheel, . 
the horse-power in all the drawings. and by means of this sleeve, boss, or hub it is 
i Traction center-geared horse powers have | fastened to the shaft B. , The gear-wheel E, it 
long been known, but from defects in their || will be perceived, has square teeth or cogs 
construction have not gone into general use. || upon it, and it meshes with and turns a com 
As heretofore constructed the power derived || pound square and bevel wheel or pinion, F, 
from this kind of horse-power has been very || that is supported on an axis or shaft, d, Fig. 
limited, and to attempt to increase their power | 2, the cogs of the wheel Etaking into the 
or speed created either a slip of the traction- || square cogs e of the compound pinion F, 

To alŽ whom, it may concern. 

wheel, orelse excessive friction, either of which || while the bevel-cogs f of the pinion IF mesh . 
I would render the machine impracticable for || with - and turn a bevel - pinion, g, on top of a 
general púrposes; but being satisfied that this | shaft, h, that turns in the column D, the lower 
kind of horse-power possessed many good qual- || end of this shaft h. being furnished also with a 
ities-viz., cheapness, simplicity, portability, || bevel-gear, i, which, through a bevel-pinion, 
adaptability to any purpose or any place, |j, on a horizontal shaft, k, gives motion to said 
easily set up or taken down, and requiring but | shaft k; and from this shaft motion may be 
little stowage-room-II determined, if possi- || communicated to any machinery to be driven 
ble, to overcome the objectionable features of - , ' ’ 
the machine as heretofore constructed, and' 
have succeeded in doing so and in producing 
a horse-power that is very efficient and very || down, as the rocking box b will allow the shaft 

|- valuable. . . . . . . . . . . i B to rise and fall without injury to the gear 
My invention consists, first, in the kind of ing, because, in the first place, considerablemo 

gearing I use at the center of the machine, and | tion at the wheel end of the shaft would bein 
the combination of the same, so as to get up | appreciable at the center or other end, and 
a quick speed without undue cramping or fric- || what motion there is at the center is in the 
tion of the several moving parts; and my in-. | center of the wheel E and simply rocks said 
vention further consists in the manner of unit- || wheel without jamming or cramping it with 
ing the main driving-shaft with the main drive- || the other gear, F. With bevel-gears this could 
wheel, so that the shaft may vibrate vertically | not be done as safely, because the heels or 
without communicating its vertical motion to | points of the teeth would have to sustain all 
said main drive-wheel injuriously. . . . il the strain and would be liable to injury there 

by the horse-power. 
The wheel A may run upon the ground and · 

over its natural surface without leveling it 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  




